CASE STUDY: SOFTWARE

Setting the foundation
for growth with a new
brand and website

Overview
Zemax software gives engineers the power to create
the best optical product designs—from telescopes and
cameras for the Mars Rover to two-photon microscopes
for neurological imaging. Companies in aerospace,
astronomy, automotive, biomedical research, and
consumer electronics use Zemax software as their tool of
choice.
Challenge: A pipeline of leads
Zemax tapped GA Creative to up-level their brand,
launch a new website, and deliver on a content marketing
campaign to build a pipeline of leads among their niche
audience of highly educated optical engineers.
Solution: a lead generation website
GA Creative took Zemax through a brand transformation
and delivered a top-to-bottom marketing strategy to
drive leads in support of aggressive sales goals. The GA
Creative team worked with the Zemax go-to-market,
sales, and product teams to plan and execute these
marketing efforts.

Overview
Outcome: rapid growth
As a result of the rebrand, new website, and lead generation
efforts, Zemax saw outstanding outcomes:
•

Revenue grew by 50% in just two years.

•

Acquisition by a global investor with plans to continue
to grow the company by more than 200% in five years.

•

More than 10,000 email opt-ins in the first year of
lead generation efforts—with 80% being new to their
database

“The new brand and
website are a better
reflection of who we are
as an industry leader
worldwide. With the help
of GA Creative and Bright
Spectrum, we have moved
leaps and bounds in the
right direction—all in a
very short time.”
Dan Hamann
Chief Revenue Officer, Zemax

Before the rebrand
Because optics are in almost every device you can think of—from cameras and drones to virtual reality glasses
and microscopes—the market opportunity was huge, and the stakes much greater. At the heart of the rebrand
was the website which needed to support lead generation and aggressive sales goals. The website needed to
better reflect the brand as a global leader in the optical design software space.

Website before

A brand transformation: Engineer the future of optics
The aspirational brand direction speaks to the potential of the software to enable engineers to innovate.
The new world-class website is built on Kentico and optimized to capture leads. The user-centered
design focused on driving downloads of valuable technical and thought leadership content, blog
newsletter sign-ups, and trials of the software.

Website after
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Resource library filterable by type
We built out the resources section of the website with customer stories, eGuides, and on-demand webinars. We
produced interview-style, animated, and product demonstration videos.
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Global Surgical cuts product development
time with Zemax Virtual Prototyping
Global Surgical streamlined workflows and produced a successful physical
prototype months ahead of schedule using modern virtual prototyping.

Learn:
• How this world leader in microscopy set out to redesign a set of
symmetric eyepieces to increase the field of view and enhance usability,
while maintaining or reducing costs.
• How the engineering team created a high-confidence model early in the
design process and the first physical prototype they created was a big
success.
• Why OpticStudio® and LensMechanix® will be the standard way Global
executes projects from now on.
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Sneak preview

EXISTING CUSTOMERS

Japanese and Chinese language versions of the site
We created a Japanese language website that pulled from the English site while we stood up a
separate Chinese language site that was hosted in China.

Chinese

Japanese

Global event sites
To bring its community of users together, Zemax launched
annual conferences in Europe, Japan, China, and the U.S.
Zemax turned to GA Creative to name and brand the
customer conference and create landing pages to promote
the event with conference agendas, customer testimonials
about past events, pricing, location, and exhibitor
opportunities with links to register for the event.
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ENVISION2018
Zemax Global Conference
November 5-7, 2018 / Las Vegas
Learn how Zemax can help you support innovation,
reduce costs, and get your optical products to
market faster.

Progressive Web App
We created a Zemax Events Progressive Web App (PWA) for
both the Chinese and Japanese websites that was installable
on mobile devices or laptops when users accessed the
event page of the respective website. Once installed, the
Zemax Events PWA allowed users to access all event agenda
and other pages in the events section as an installed app
and they were no longer required to go to the full website
each time. One major advantage of the PWA was that it was
available offline without the need for an Internet connection,
which we anticipated would come in handy while attending
the event by lessening the demand on WiFi resources.
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ENVISION2019
Zemax Conference
26 – 28 March 2019 in Paris, France
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Hear from leaders in optics, get the first look at
our product roadmap, and network with peers.
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action. Topics range from lidar to fluoresence microscopy. Check back for a
complete agenda.
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Learn why you should attend ENVISION Tokyo

Zemax CEO, Mark Nicholson and Director of European Sales, Olivier Le Flahec,
share why you should attend ENVISION 2019 in Paris.

Breakout sessions

Breakout sessions

Driving leads to the website using content marketing
We established a content marketing strategy targeting engineers and technical executives within companies
that develop optical products. After interviewing subject matter experts at Zemax, as well as talking with
customers and consultants, GA Creative created a series of technical and thought-leadership content to speak
to these unique audiences at all stages of the funnel.

01: Attract
SEO, Blog, Social media, Digital ads, Tradeshows,
Press releases, PPC, Blogs, How-to guides
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Global Surgical cuts product development
time with Zemax Virtual Prototyping

02: Convert
Calls-to-action, Forms, Landing page optimization,
Testimonials, eBook/eGuide, Webinars, Trials, Videos,
Whitepapers, Events

Global Surgical streamlined workflows and produced a successful physical
prototype months ahead of schedule using modern virtual prototyping.

Learn:
• How this world leader in microscopy set out to redesign a set of
symmetric eyepieces to increase the field of view and enhance usability,
while maintaining or reducing costs.
• How the engineering team created a high-confidence model early in the
design process and the first physical prototype they created was a big
success.
• Why OpticStudio® and LensMechanix® will be the standard way Global
executes projects from now on.
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02: Convert
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Products
OpticStudio
LensMechanix
Free trial

Applications
Imaging optics
Lighting & illumination
Lasers & fibers

Learn
Customer stories
Product videos
Webcasts
White papers
FAQ

Pricing
OpticStudio
LensMechanix
ZPA
Zebase
Training

Company
About Zemax
Team
Events
Careers
Contact

Sign up for our blog
Don’t miss out on key insights, best
practices, and news for high-performing
engineering teams.
EMAIL

SUBSCRIBE
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03: Close
Case studies, Buyers’ guides, Email nurturing, Lead scoring, Lead
alerts, Workflows, Comparison charts, Presentations, Sales call scripts,
Topic sheets, Product data sheets, Calculators

04: Delight
Surveys, Loyalty incentives, Customer events, Training, Advocacy
programs, Renewal communications

03: Close

04: Delight

A digital media campaign
To raise awareness and build the database with new
prospects, we planned and managed a media campaign that
promoted quarterly content offers. The campaign included
online display, native advertising, content syndication, white
paper programs, webinars, custom emails, organic and
paid social, as well as predictive lookalike marketing using
artificial intelligence. Fresh new content was added to the
site regularly, helping with organic growth as well.
•

Produced 2,975 full contact leads from advertising
in industry publications—with 80% being new to their
database

•

Drove 241,314 unique users to the website leads, with
825 of visitors being new

•

Generated 10,499 email opt-ins for content on the
website with a higher than average 4.4% conversion
rate for unique B2B software website visits to form
completions

•

Engaged 13% of unique visitors engaged with the blog

Let us bring your
website to life.

GA Creative
Julie Burke
Principal + Client Services
julie@gacreative.com
206-619-6876

